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 A new class of penalized NCP-functions
June 5, 2009
Abstract. In this paper, we consider a class of penalized NCP-functions, which includes
several existing well-known NCP-functions as special cases. The merit function induced
by the class of NCP-functions is shown to have bounded level sets and provide error
bounds under mild conditions.
Key Words. NCP-function, penalization, bounded level sets, error bounds.
1 Introduction
The nonlinear complementarity problem (NCP) is to nd a point x 2 IRn such that
x  0; F(x)  0; hx;F(x)i = 0; (1)
where h;i is the Euclidean inner product and F = (F1;:::;Fn)T is a map from IRn to
IRn. We assume that F is continuously dierentiable throughout this paper. The NCP
has attracted much attention because of its wide applications in the elds of economics,
engineering, and operations research [2, 3].
Many methods have been proposed to solve the NCP; see [4, 5, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13].For more details, please refers to the excellent monograph [15].One of the
most powerful and popular methods is to reformulate the NCP as a system of nonlinear
equations [16, 17, 13], or an unconstrained minimization problem [18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 12]. The objective function that can constitute an equivalent unconstrained
minimization problem is called a merit function, whose global minimum are coincident
with the solutions of the original NCP. To construct a merit function, a class of functions,
called NCP-functions and dened below, plays a signicant role.
Denition 1.1 A function  : IR2 ! IR is called an NCP-function if it satises
(a;b) = 0 () a  0; b  0; ab = 0: (2)
Many NCP-functions have been proposed in the literature. Among them, the FB
(Fischer-Burmeister) function is one of the most popular NCP-functions, which is dened
by
FB(a;b) =
p
a2 + b2   (a + b); 8(a;b) 2 IR
2 (3)
1by which the NCP can be reformulated as a system of nonsmooth equations:
FB(x) =
0
B
B B B
@
FB(x1 ;F1(x))



FB(xn ;Fn(x))
1
C
C C C
A
= 0: (4)
Thus, the function 	FB : IRn ! (0;1) dened as below is a merit function for the NCP:
	FB(x) :=
1
2
kFB(x)k
2 =
n X
i=1
 FB(xi;Fi(x)); (5)
where  FB : IR2 ! IR+ is dened by
 FB(a;b) =
1
2
  
p
a2 + b2   (a + b)
  
2
: (6)
Consequently, the NCP is equivalent to an unconstrained minimization problem:
min
x2IRn 	FB(x): (7)
A main generalization was given by Chen and Pan [5]:
p(a;b) := k(a;b)kp   (a + b); (8)
where p > 1 is an arbitrary xed real number and k(a;b)kp denotes the p-norm of (a;b),
i.e., k(a;b)kp =
p p
jajp + jbjp. Similarly,  p : IR2 ! IR+ is dened by
 p(a;b) =
1
2
jk(a;b)kp   (a + b)j
2 : (9)
Another generalization was given by Hu, Huang and Chen [14]:
;p(a;b) :=
p p
(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )(ja   bjp)   (a + b);p > 1; 2 (0;1];(a;b) 2 IR
2:
(10)
The function ;p is still an NCP-function, which naturally induces another NCP-function
 ;p : IR2 ! IR+ given by
 ;p(a;b) :=
1
2
j;p(a;b)j
2: (11)
Like FB, the operator ;p : IRn ! IRn dened as
;p(x) =
0
B B B
B B B
@
;p(x1 ;F1(x))
;p(x2 ;F2(x))



;p(xn ;Fn(x))
1
C C C
C C C
A
(12)
2yields a family of merit functions 	;p : IRn ! IR+ for the NCP
	;p(x) :=
1
2
k;p(x)k
2 =
n X
i=1
 ;p(xi ;Fi(x)): (13)
In this paper, we study the following merit function 	;;p : IRn ! IR for the NCP:
	;;p(x) :=
n X
i=1
 ;;p(xi ;Fi(x)); (14)
where  ;;p : IR2 ! IR+ is an NCP-function dened by
 ;;p(a;b) :=

2
(maxf0;abg)
2 +  ;p(a;b) (15)
with   0 being a real parameter, where 
2(maxf0;abg)2 is called penalized term. In
this paper, we present some properties of  ;;p, and particularly, the conditions under
which 	;;p provides a global error bound for the NCP. Thus, this paper can be viewed
as a follow-up of [1] and [14].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some denitions and
preliminary results to be used in the subsequent analysis. In Section 3, we show some
properties of the proposed merit function. In Section 4, we make concluding remarks.
Throughout this paper, IRn denotes the space of n-dimensional real column vectors
and T denotes transpose. For every dierentiable function f : IRn ! IR, rf(x) denotes
the gradient of f at x. For every dierentiable mapping F = (F1;F2;:::;Fn)T : IRn !
IRn, rF(x) = (rF1(x);rF2(x);::: ;rFn(x)) denotes the transpose Jacobian of F at x.
We denote by kxkp the p-norm of x and by kxk the Euclidean norm of x. The level set
of a function 	 : IRn ! IR is denoted by L(	;c) := fx 2 IRn j 	(x)  cg. In addition,
we also use the natural residual merit function 	NR : IRn ! IR+ dened by
	NR(x) :=
1
2
n X
i=1

2
NR(xi ;Fi(x)); (16)
where NR : IR2 ! IR denotes the minimum NCP-function minfa;bg. Unless otherwise
stated, in the sequel, we always suppose that p is a xed real number in (1;1). Let (a)+
denote maxfa;0g.
2 Preliminaries
This section mainly recalls some concepts about the mapping F that will be used later.
3Denition 2.1 Let F = (F1;:::;Fn)T with Fi : IRn ! IR for i = 1;:::;n. We say that
(a) F is monotone if hx   y;F(x)   F(y)i  0 for all x;y 2 IRn.
(b) F is a P0-function if max
1in
xi6=yi
(xi   yi)(Fi(x)   Fi(y))  0 for all x;y 2 IRn and x 6= y.
(c) F is a uniform P-function with modulus  > 0 if max
1in
(xi   yi)(Fi(x)   Fi(y)) 
kx   yk
2 for all x;y 2 IRn.
(d) F is Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant L > 0 such that kF(x) F(y)k 
Lkx   yk for all x;y 2 IRn.
(e) A matrix M 2 IRnn is a P0-matrix if for every nonzero vector x there exists an
index i such that xi 6= 0 and xi(Mx)i  0.
From Denition 2.1, F is a P0-function if F is monotone. In addition, when F is
continuously dierentiable, the following result holds. rF(x) is an P0-matrix if and only
if F is an P0-function.
3 Properties of the New NCP-Function
In this section, we study some favorable properties of the merit function  ;;p, and then
present some mild conditions under which the merit function 	;;p has bounded level
sets and provides a global error bound, respectively.
First, we give a helpful lemma.
Lemma 3.1 For p > 1, a > 0, b > 0, we have ap + bp  (a + b)p
Proof. For any p > 1, p = n + m, where n = [p];m = p   n. By binomial theorem, we
obtain
(a + b)
p = (a + b)
n(a + b)
m
 (a
n + b
n)(a + b)
m
= a
n(a + b)
m + b
n(a + b)
m
 a
na
m + b
nb
m
= a
p + b
p
The proof is complete. 2
The following lemma states that  ;;p enjoys many favorable properties as  p holds.
4Lemma 3.2 The function  ;;p dened by (15) has the following favorable properties:
(a)  ;;p is an NCP-function and  ;;p(a;b)  0 for all (a;b) 2 IR2.
(b)  ;;p is continuously dierentiable everywhere, and moreover, if (a;b) 6= (0;0),
ra ;;p(a;b) = b(ab)+ + c;p(a;b);
rb ;p(a;b) = a(ab)+ + d;p(a;b);
(17)
c =

sgn(a)  jajp 1 + (1   )sgn(a   b)ja   bjp 1
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   1

d =

sgn(b)  jbjp 1   (1   )sgn(a   b)ja   bjp 1
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   1

and otherwise ra ;;p(0;0) = rb ;;p(0;0) = 0.
(c) For p  2, the gradient of  ;;p is Lipschitz continuous on any nonempty bounded
set S, i.e., there exists L > 0 such that for any (a;b);(c;d) 2 S,
kr ;;p(a;b)   r ;;p(c;d)k  Lk(a;b)   (c;d)k:
(d) ra ;;p(a;b)  rb ;;p(a;b)  0 for any (a;b) 2 IR2, and furthermore, the equality
holds if and only if  ;;p(a;b)=0.
(e) ra ;;p(a;b) = 0 () rb ;;p(a;b) = 0 ()  ;;p(a;b) = 0.
(f) Suppose that  > 0. If a !  1 or b !  1 or ab ! 1, then  ;;p(a;b) ! 1.
Proof. (a)  ;;p(a;b)  0 for all (a;b) 2 IR2 directly follows from the denition of  ;;p.
By proposition 2.1 of [14],
 ;;p(a;b) = 0 ()

2
(maxf0;abg)
2 = 0 and  ;p(a;b) = 0 () a  0; b  0; ab = 0:
Hence,  ;;p is an NCP-function.
(b) By a direct calculation, we can get the partial derivatives of  ;;p. By using
b(ab)+ ! (0;0) and a(ab)+ ! (0;0) as (a;b) ! (0;0) and the partial derivatives
of  ;;p, we know 
2(maxf0;abg)2 is continuously dierentiable everywhere. By Proposi-
tion 2.5 of [14],  ;p is continuously dierentiable everywhere. Hence, from the expression
of r ;;p(a;b), we know  ;;p is continuously dierentiable everywhere.
(c) First, we claim that a(ab)+ for any a;b 2 IR are Lipschitz continuous on any nonempty
bounded set S. For any (a;b);(c;d) 2 S, suppose that a2+b2  k and c2+d2  k. Then,
5jaj  k + 1, jbj  k + 1, jcj  k + 1 and jdj  k + 1.
ja(ab)+   c(cd)+j =
1
2
ja
2b + ajabj   c
2d   cjcdjj
=
1
2
ja
2b   a
2d + a
2d   c
2d + ajabj   cjabj + cjabj   cjcdjj

1
2
(ja
2b   a
2dj + ja
2d   c
2dj + jajabj   cjabjj + jcjabj   cjcdjj)
=
1
2
(a
2jb   dj + ja + cjjdjja   cj + jabjja   cj + jcjjab   cdj)

1
2
[kjb   dj + (jaj + jcj)jdjja   cj + kja   cj
+(k + 1)jab   ad + ad   cdj]

1
2
[kjb   dj + 2(k + 1)
2ja   cj + kja   cj
+(k + 1)
2(jb   dj + ja   cj)]
=
1
2
[2(k + 1)
2 + k + (k + 1)
2]ja   cj + [k + (k + 1)
2]jb   dj
 l(ja   cj + jb   dj)

p
2lk(a;b)   (c;d)k;
where l = 2(k + 1)2 + k + (k + 1)2. Hence, a(ab)+ for any a;b 2 IR are Lipschitz
continuous on any nonempty bounded set S. Then, a(ab)+ for any a;b 2 IR are
Lipschitz continuous on any nonempty bounded set S. Similarly, b(ab)+ for any a;b 2 IR
are Lipschitz continuous on any nonempty bounded set S. Hence, the gradient function
of the function 
2(maxf0;abg)2 is Lipschitz continuous on any bounded set S. On the
other hand, by Thm 2.1 of [14], the gradient function of the function  ;p with p  2,
 2 (0;1]is Lipschitz continuous. Thus, the gradient of  ;;p is Lipschitz continuous on
any nonempty bounded set S.
(d) If (a;b) = (0;0), part (d) clearly holds. Now suppose that (a;b) 6= (0;0). Then,
ra ;;p(a;b)  rb ;;p(a;b) = cd
2
;p(a;b) + 
2ab(ab)+
2 + a(ab)+c;p(a;b)
+b(ab)+d;p(a;b): (18)
where c =

sgn(a)  jajp 1 + (1   )sgn(a   b)ja   bjp 1
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   1

,
d =

sgn(b)  jbjp 1   (1   )sgn(a   b)ja   bjp 1
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   1

.
By the proof of Proposition 2.5 of [14],
ab(ab)+
2  0; c  0 and d  0; (19)
it suces to show that the last two terms of (18) are nonnegative. We next claim that
a(ab)+c;p(a;b)  0; 8 (a;b) 6= (0;0): (20)
6If a  0 and b  0, then ;p(a;b)  0, which together with the second inequality in (19)
implies that (20) holds. If a  0 and b  0, then (ab)+ = 0, which implies that (20)
holds. If a > 0 and b > 0, then jajp + jbjp  ja   bjp. Thus, ;p(a;b)  p(a;b)  0,
which together with the second inequality in (19) implies that (20) holds and where the
second inequality follow from Lemma 3.1. If a > 0 and b  0, then (ab)+ = 0, and hence
(20) holds. Similarly, we have that
b(ab)+d;p(a;b)  0; 8 (a;b) 6= (0;0):
Consequently, ra ;;p(a;b)  rb ;;p(a;b)  0: Besides, by the proof of Proposition 2.5
of [14], c = 0 if and only if b = 0 and a > 0. d = 0 if and only if a = 0 and b > 0. From
(18), ra ;;p(a;b)  rb ;;p(a;b)=0 if and only if f ;p(a;b) = 0 and 2ab(ab)+
2 = 0g
or fc = 0g or fd = 0g if and only if f ;p(a;b) = 0 and ab  0g or fc = 0g or fd = 0g if
and only if  ;p(a;b) = 0 and 
2(maxf0;abg)2 = 0 if and only if  ;;p(a;b) = 0.
(e) If  ;;p(a;b) = 0, then 
2(maxf0;abg)2 = 0 and  ;p(a;b) = 0, which imply ab  0
and ;p(a;b) = 0. Hence, ra ;;p(a;b) = 0 and rb ;;p(a;b) = 0. Next, we claim that
ra ;;p(a;b) = 0 implies  ;;p(a;b) = 0. Suppose that ra ;;p(a;b) = 0. Then,
b(ab)+ =  

sgn(a)  jajp 1 + (1   )sgn(a   b)ja   bjp 1
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   1

;p(a;b): (21)
We can verify that the equality (21) implies b = 0;a  0 or b > 0;a = 0. For convenience,
let c = b(ab)+, d =  

sgn(a)  jajp 1 + (1   )sgn(a   b)ja   bjp 1
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   1

;p(a;b),
e =

sgn(a)  jajp 1 + (1   )sgn(a   b)ja   bjp 1
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   1

. The facts that fe  0g and
fe = 0 () b = 0 and a > 0g are helpful for the following discussion.
Case 1: b = 0 and a < 0. Then, c = 0 but d 6= 0.
Case 2: b < 0 and a  0. By the above fact, e < 0. Besides, ;p(a;b) is a NCP-function
from Proposition 2.1 of [14]. Then, c = 0 but d 6= 0.
Case 3: b < 0 and a < 0. By the above fact, e < 0. Beside, from the denition of ;p,
;p(a;b) > 0. Then, c  0 but d > 0
Case 4: b > 0 and a > 0. By the above fact, e < 0.Beside, from the discussion of the
proof of (d), ;p(a;b) < 0. Then, c  0 but d < 0.
Case 5: b > 0 and a < 0. A similar reason as Case 2 causes a contradiction.
Under the two cases, we both have  ;;p(a;b) = 0. By symmetry of ra ;;p(a;b) = 0
and rb ;;p(a;b) = 0, rb ;;p(a;b) = 0 also implies  ;;p(a;b) = 0.
(f) If a !  1 or b !  1, from Proposition 2.4 of [14], j;p(a;b)j ! 1. Besides,

2(maxf0;abg)2  0. By the denition of  ;;p,  ;;p(a;b) ! 1. If ab ! 1, from
 > 0, 
2(maxf0;abg)2 ! 1. Besides,  ;p(a;b)  0. By the denition of  ;;p,
 ;;p(a;b) ! 1. 2
7Theorem 3.1 Let 	;;p be dened as in (14). Then 	;;p(x)  0 for all x 2 IRn and
	;;p(x) = 0 if and only if x solves the NCP. Moreover, if the NCP has at least one
solution, then x is a global minimizer of 	;;p if and only if x solves the NCP.
Proof. Since  ;p is a NCP-function from Proposition 2.5 of [14], we have x solves the
NCP () x  0;F(x)  0;hx;F(x)i = 0 () x  0;F(x)  0;xiFi(x) = 0 for all i 2 IR
() 	;;p(x) = 0. Beside, 	;;p(x) is nonnegative. Thus, if x solves the NCP, then x
is a global minimizer of 	;;p. Next, we claim if the NCP has at least one solution ,
then x is a global minimizer of 	;;p =) x solves the NCP. Suppose x does not solve
the NCP. From fx solves the NCP () 	;;p(x) = 0g and f	;;p(x) is nonnegativeg,
	;;p(x) > 0. However, by assumption, the NCP has a solution, say y, which makes
that 	;;p(y) = 0. Then, we get a contradiction that 	;;p(x) > 0 = 	;;p(y) and x is
a global minimizer of 	;;p. Thus, we complete the proof. 2
Theorem 3.1 indicates that the NCP can be recast as the unconstrained minimization:
min
x2IRn 	;;p(x): (22)
In general, it is hard to nd a global minimum of 	;;p. Therefore, it is important to
know under what conditions a stationary point of 	;;p is a global minimum. Using
Lemma 3.2(d) and the same proof techniques as in [21, Theorem 3.5], we can establish
that each stationary point of 	;;p is a global minimum if F is a P0-function.
Theorem 3.2 Let F be a P0-function. Then x 2 IRn is a global minimum of the
unconstrained optimization problem (22) if and only if x is a stationary point of 	;;p.
Proof. Suppose that x is a stationary point of 	;;p. Then we have r	;;p(x) = 0
which implies that
n X
i=1
(ra ;;p(x

i;Fi(x
))ei + rb ;;p(x

i;Fi(x
))rFi(x
)) = 0; (23)
where ei = (0;:::;1;:::;0)T. We denote ra ;;p(x;F(x)) = (:::;ra ;;p(x
i;Fi(x));:::)T
and rb ;;p(x;F(x)) = (:::;rb ;;p(x
i;Fi(x));:::)T,respectively. Then, (23) can be
abbreviated as
ra ;;p(x
;F(x
)) + rF(x
)rb ;;p(x
;F(x
)) = 0 (24)
Dene ;;p(a;b) =
p
2 ;;p(a;b).
Dene
;;p(x) =
0
B
B B B
@
;;p(x1 ;F1(x))



;;p(xn ;Fn(x))
1
C
C C C
A
:
8If we denote A(x) and B(x) the n  n diagonal matrices whose diagonal elements are
given by
Aii(x
) =
p
2
2
 
ra ;;p(x
i;Fi(x))
p
 ;;p(x
i;Fi(x))
!
and
Bii(x
) =
p
2
2
 
rb ;;p(x
i;Fi(x))
p
 ;;p(x
i;Fi(x))
!
If (x
i;Fi(x)) = (0;0) or  ;;p(x
i;Fi(x)) = 0 then we let Aii(x) = Bii(x) = 0. With
the notions of A(x) and B(x), the equation (24) can be written as
[A(x
) + rF(x
)B(x
)];;p(x
) = 0: (25)
We want to prove that ;;p(x) = 0(and hence 	;;p(x) = 0). Suppose not, i.e.,
;;p(x) 6= 0. Recall that the i-th component of ;;p(x) is ;;p(x
i;Fi(x)). Thus,
there exists some index i such that ;;p(x
i;Fi(x)) 6= 0. This implies that  ;;p(x
i;Fi(x)) 6=
0. By Lemma 3.2(e), ra ;;p(x
i;Fi(x)) 6= 0 and rb ;;p(x
i;Fi(x)) 6= 0. That
is, Aii(x) and Bii(x) are both nonzero. Hence, we have that if ;;p(x) 6= 0 then
A(x);;p(x) and B(x);;p(x) are both nonzero. Moreover, both of their nonzero
elements are in the same positions, and such nonzero elements have the same sign whose
reason is given by Lemma 3.2(d). But, for equation (25) to hold, it would be neces-
sary that rF(x)"revert the sign" of all the nonzero elements of B(x);;p(x), which
contradicts the fact that rF(x) is a P0-matrix. 2
From the following theorem, we see that 	;;p has a bounded level sets under some
conditions of the mapping F.
Theorem 3.3 The function 	;;p has bounded level sets L(	;;p;c) for all c 2 IR, if F
is monotone and the NCP is strictly feasible (i.e., there exists ^ x > 0 such that F(^ x) > 0)
when  > 0, or F is a uniform P-function when   0.
Proof. From [25], if F is a monotone function with a strictly feasible point, then the
following condition holds: For every sequence fxkg such that kxkk ! 1, ( xk)+ < 1,
and ( F(xk))+ < 1, we have max
1in

(x
k
i)+Fi(x
k)+
	
! 1. Next, we assume that there
exists an unbounded sequence xk  L(	;;p;c) for some c 2 IR. Since 	;;p(xk)  c,
there is no index i such that xk
i !  1 or Fi(xk) !  1 by Lemma 3:2(f). Hence,
max
1in

(x
k
i)+Fi(x
k)+
	
! 1. Also, there is an index j, and at least a subsequence xk
j
such that

(xk
j)+Fj(xk)+
	
! 1. However, this implies that 	;;p(xk) is unbounded
by Lemma 3:2(f), contracting to the assumption on level sets. Next, we consider the
assumption that F is a uniform P-function. Suppose there exists an unbounded sequence
fxkgk2K  L(	;;p;c) with fkxkkgk2K ! 1 for some c  0, where K is a subset of
9N. We dene the index set J := fi 2 f1;2;:::;ngjfxk
ig is unboundedg. Since fxkg is
unbounded, J 6= ;. Let fzkg denote a bounded sequence dened by
z
k
i =

0; if i 2 J;
xk
i; if i 62 J:
Then from the denition of fzkg,

X
i2J
(x
k
i)
2 = kx
k   z
kk
2
 max
1in
(x
k
i   z
k
i )(Fi(x
k)   Fi(z
k))
= max
i2J
x
k
i(Fi(x
k)   Fi(z
k))
= x
k
j0(Fj0(x
k)   Fj0(z
k))
 jx
k
j0(Fj0(x
k)   Fj0(z
k))j (26)
where j0 is one of the indices for which the max is attained. Since kxk   zkk2 6= 0, we
have jxk
j0j 6= 0. Then dividing by jxk
j0j on both sides of (26) yields

P
i2J(xk
i)2
jxk
j0j
 j(Fj0(x
k)   Fj0(z
k))j; k 2 K: (27)
On the other hand, we know fFj0(zk)gk2K is bounded due to fzkgk2K is bounded and
F is continuous. Besides, whether fjxk
j0jg is bounded or not,

P
i2J(xk
i )2
jxk
j0j is unbounded.
Hence, fFj0(xk)g is unbounded, which implies fjFj0(xk)jg is unbounded. Then, from
(27), we have fjFi0(xk)jgk2K0 ! 1 for some i0 2 J, where K0  K. Also, fxk
i0gk2K0 is
unbounded. Hence, fjxk
i0jgk2K00 ! 1, where K00  K0. By Lemma 3.2(f),
f ;;p(x
k
i0;Fi0(x
k))gk2K00 ! 1 as k ! 1:
But this contradicts fxkg  L(	;;p;c): 2
In what follows, we will show that the merit functions 	;p, 	NR and 	;;p have
the same order on every bounded set. For this purpose, we need the following crucial
technical lemma.
Lemma 3.3 Let ;p : IR2 ! IR be dened as in (10). Then for any p > 1 and all
 2 (0;1] we have
(2   2
1
p)jminfa;bgj  j;p(a;b)j  (2 + 2
1
p)jminfa;bgj: (28)
10Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose a  b.We will prove the desired results by
considering the following two cases: (1) a + b  0 and (2) a + b > 0.
Case(1): a + b  0. In this case, we discuss by two subcases:
(i) jajp + jbjp  ja   bjp. In this case, we have
j;p(a;b)j  j
p p
(ja   bjp) + (1   )(ja   bjp)   (a + b)j
= j
p p
(ja   bjp)   (a + b)j
= j(ja   bj   (a + b)j
= ja   b   (a + b)j
= j2bj
= 2jminfa;bgj
 (2   2
1
p)jminfa;bgj (29)
On the other hand, since jajp + jbjp  ja   bjp and by Lemma3.2 of [1], we have
j;p(a;b)j  jp(a;b)j  (2 + 2
1
p)jminfa;bgj: (30)
(ii) jajp + jbjp < ja   bjp. Since jajp + jbjp < ja   bjp and by Lemma3.2 of [1], we have
j;p(a;b)j > jp(a;b)j  (2   2
1
p)jminfa;bgj: (31)
On the other hand, by the discussion of Case(1),
j;p(a;b)j < 2jbj  (2 + 2
1
p)jminfa;bgj: (32)
Case(2): a + b > 0. If ab=0, then (28) clearly holds. Thus, we discuss by two subcases:
(i) ab < 0. In this subcases, we have a > 0;b < 0;jaj > jbj. By Lemma 3.1, jajp + jbjp 
ja   bjp. Then,
;p(a;b)  p(a;b)  jaj   a   b   b = jminfa;bgj  (2   2
1
p)jminfa;bgj: (33)
On the other hand,
;p(a;b)  ja   bj   (a + b) =  2b = 2jminfa;bgj  (2 + 2
1
p)jminfa;bgj: (34)
(ii) ab > 0. In this subcases, we have a  b > 0;jajp + jbjp  ja   bjp. By Lemma 3.1,
;p(a;b)  p(a;b)  0 . Notice that ;p(a;b)  ja bj (a+b) =  2b =  2minfa;bg,
and hence we obtain that
j;p(a;b)j  2jminfa;bgj  (2 + 2
1
p)jminfa;bgj: (35)
On the other hand, since ;p(a;b)  p(a;b)  0 , and by Lemma3.2 of [1], and hence
we obtain that
j;p(a;b)j  jp(a;b)j  (2   2
1
p)jminfa;bgj: (36)
All the aforementioned inequalities (29)-(36) imply that (28) holds. 2
11Proposition 3.1 Let 	;p;	NR and 	;;p be dened as in (13), (16) and (14) respec-
tively. Let S bs an arbitrary bounded set. Then, for any p > 1, we have
(2   2
1
p)
2	NR(x)  	;p(x)  (2 + 2
1
p)
2	NR(x) for all x 2 IR
n (37)
and
(2   2
1
p)
2	NR(x)  	;;p(x)  (B
2 + (2 + 2
1
p)
2)	NR(x) for all x 2 S; (38)
where B is a constant dened by B = max
1in

sup
x2S
fmaxfjxij;jFi(x)jgg

< 1.
Proof. The inequality in (37) is direct by Lemma 3.3 and the denitions of 	;p and
	NR. In addition, from Lemma 3.3 and the denition of 	;;p, it follows that
	;;p(x) 

2   2
1
p
2
	NR(x) for all x 2 IR
n:
We next prove the inequality on the right hand side of (38). By the proof of Proposition
3.1 of [1], for each i,
(xiFi(x))+  Bjminfxi;Fi(x)gj for all x 2 S: (39)
By Lemma 3.3 and (39), for all i = 1;:::;n and x 2 S,
 ;;p(xi;Fi(x)) 
1
2
n
B
2 + (2 + 2
1
p)
2
o
minfxi;Fi(x)g
2
holds for any p > 1. The proof is then complete by the denition of 	;;p and 	NR. 2
From Proposition 3.1, we immediately obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.1 Let 	;p and 	;;p be dened by (13) and (14), respectively, and S be
any bounded set. Then, for any p > 1 and all x 2 S, we have the following inequalities:
(2   2
1
p)2

B2 + (2 + 2
1
p)2
	;;p(x)  	;p(x) 
(2 + 2
1
p)2
(2   2
1
p)2
	;;p(x)
where B is the constant dened as in Proposition 3.1.
Since 	;p;	NR and 	;;p have the same order on a bounded set, one will provide a
global error bound for the NCP as long as the other one does. As below, we show that
	;;p provides a global error bound.
12Theorem 3.4 Let 	;;p be dened as in (14). Suppose that F is a uniform P-function
with modulus  > 0. If  > 0, then there exists a 1 > 0 which is concerned with  such
that
kx   x
k  1	;;p(x)
1
4 for all x 2 IR
n;
if  = 0 and S is any bounded set, there exists a 2 > 0 which is concerned with  such
that
kx   x
k  2

max

	;;p(x);
q
	;;p(x)
 1
2
for all x 2 S;
where x = (x
1; ;x
n) is the unique solution for the NCP.
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 3.4 of [1], we have
kx   x
k
2  max
1in
if(xiFi(x))+ + ( Fi(x))+ + ( xi)+g; (40)
where i := maxf1;x
i;Fi(x)g. We next prove that for all (a;b) 2 IR2,
( a)+
2 + ( b)+
2  [;p(a;b)]
2: (41)
Without loss of generality, suppose a  b. We discuss by three cases:
(i) a  b  0. (41) holds obviously.
(ii) a  0  b. By Lemma 3.1, jajp + jbjp  ja   bjp. It follows that ;p(a;b) 
k(a;b)kp   (a + b)   b  0. Then,
( a)+
2 + ( b)+
2 = b
2  [;p(a;b)]
2:
(iii) 0  a  b.Then ( a)+
2 + ( b)+
2 = a2 + b2  [;p(a;b)]2. Hence, (41) follows.
Suppose that  > 0. Using the inequality (41), we then obtain that
[(ab)+ + ( a)+ + ( b)+]
2 = (ab)
2
+ + ( b)
2
+ + ( a)
2
+ + 2(ab)+( a)+
+2( a)+( b)+ + 2(ab)+( b)+
 (ab)
2
+ + ( b)
2
+ + ( a)
2
+ + (ab)
2
+ + ( a)
2
+
+( a)
2
+ + ( b)
2
+ + (ab)
2
+ + ( b)
2
+
 3

(ab)
2
+ + [;p(a;b)]
2
 


2
(ab)
2
+ +
1
2
[;p(a;b)]
2

=  ;;p(a;b) for all (a;b) 2 IR
2; (42)
13where  := max

6

;6

> 0. Combining (42) with (40) and letting ^  = max
1in
i, we get
kx   x
k
2  max
1in
i f ;;p(xi;Fi(x))g
1=2
 ^ 
1=2max
1in
 ;;p(xi;Fi(x))
1=2
 ^ 
1=2
(
n X
i=1
( ;;p(xi;Fi(x))
)1=2
= ^ 
1=2	;;p(x)
1=2:
From this, the rst desired result follows immediately by setting 1 :=

^ 1=2=
1=2.
Suppose that  = 0. From the proof of Proposition 3.1, the inequality (39) holds.
Combining with equations (40){(41), it then follows that for all x 2 S,
kx   x
k
2  max
1in
i

Bjminfxi;Fi(x)gj + 2( ;p(xi;Fi(x)))
1=2
 ^  max
1in
hp
2 ^ B( ;p(xi;Fi(x)))
1=2 + 2( ;p(xi;Fi(x)))
1=2
i
 (
p
2 ^ B + 2)^ (	;p(x))
1=2
= (
p
2 ^ B + 2)^ (	;;p(x))
1=2
 (
p
2 ^ B + 2)^ (max

	;;p(x);
q
	;;p(x)

)
where ^ B = B=(2   2
1
p), ^  = max
1in
i and the second inequality is from Lemma 3.3. Letting
2 :=
h
(
p
2 ^ B + 2)^ =
i1=2
, we obtain the desired result from the above inequality. 2
The following lemma is needed for the proof of Proposition 3.2.
Lemma 3.4 For all (a;b) 6= (0;0) and p > 1, we have the following inequality:

[sgn(a)  jajp 1 + sgn(b)  jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   2
2


2   2
1
p
2
8 2 (0;1]:
Proof. If a = 0 or b = 0, the inequality holds obviously. Then we complete the proof
by considering three cases: (i) a > 0 and b > 0, (ii) a < 0 and b < 0, and (iii) ab < 0.
Case (i): Since  2 (0;1] and p > 1, it follows that 1=p  1. By the proof of Lemma 3.3
14of [1],
[sgn(a)  jajp 1 + sgn(b)  jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p
=
[jajp 1 + jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p

[jajp 1 + jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp)](p 1)=p
=
1=p[jajp 1 + jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp)](p 1)=p
 2
1=p for p > 1:
Therefore, 2  
[jajp 1 + jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p  2   2
1
p for p > 1. Squaring both
sides then leads to the desired inequality.
Case (ii): By similar arguments as in case (i), we obtain
2   2
1
p  2  
[jajp 1 + jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p
 2 +
[jajp 1 + jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p for p > 1;
from which the result follows immediately.
Case (iii): Again, we suppose jaj  jbj and therefore have
2
1
p 
[jajp 1 + jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p

[jajp 1   jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p for p > 1:
Thus 2 2
1
p  2 
[jajp 1   jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p for p > 1 and the desired result
is also satised. 2
Proposition 3.2 Let  ;;p be given as in (15). Then, for all x 2 IRn and p > 1,
kra ;;p(x;F(x)) + rb ;;p(x;F(x))k
2  2

2   2
1
p
2
	;p(x) 8 2 (0;1];
and particularly, for all x belonging to any bounded set S and p > 1,
kra ;;p(x;F(x)) + rb ;;p(x;F(x))k
2 
2(2   2
1
p)4

B2 + (2 + 2
1
p)2
	;;p(x) 8 2 (0;1]
15where B is dened as in Proposition 3.1 and
ra ;;p(x;F(x)) :=

ra ;;p(x1;F1(x));  ;ra ;;p(xn;Fn(x))
T
;
rb ;;p(x;F(x)) :=

rb ;;p(x1;F1(x));  ;rb ;;p(xn;Fn(x))
T
: (43)
Proof. The second part of the conclusions is direct by Corollary 3.1 and the rst part.
From the denition of ra ;;p(x;F(x));rb ;;p(x;F(x)) and 	;p(x), the rst part of
the conclusions is equivalent to proving that the following inequality
(ra ;;p(a;b) + rb ;;p(a;b))
2  2

2   2
1
p
2
 ;p(a;b) (44)
holds for all (a;b) 2 IR2. When (a;b) = (0;0), the inequality (44) clearly holds. Suppose
(a;b) 6= (0;0). Then, it follows from equation (17) that
(ra ;;p(a;b) + rb ;;p(a;b))
2
=

(a + b)(ab)+ + (;p(a;b))

[sgn(a)  jajp 1 + sgn(b)  jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   2
2
= 
2(a + b)
2(ab)
2
+ + (;p(a;b))
2

[sgn(a)  jajp 1 + sgn(b)  jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   2
2
+2(a + b)(ab)+(;p(a;b))

[sgn(a)  jajp 1 + sgn(b)  jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   2

: (45)
Now, we claim that for all (a;b) 6= (0;0) 2 IR2,
2(a + b)(ab)+(;p(a;b))

[sgn(a)  jajp 1 + sgn(b)  jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   2

 0: (46)
If ab  0, then (ab)+ = 0 and the inequality (46) is clear. If a;b > 0, then by the proof
of Lemma 3.4,

[sgn(a)  jajp 1 + sgn(b)  jbjp 1]
[(jajp + jbjp) + (1   )ja   bjp)](p 1)=p   2

 0; 8(a;b) 6= (0;0) 2 IR
2 (47)
and ;p(a;b)  0, the inequality (46) also holds. If a;b < 0, then ;p(a;b)  0, which
together with (47) then yields the inequality (46). Thus, we prove that the inequality
(46) holds for all (a;b) 6= (0;0). Using Lemma 3.4 and equations (45){(46), we readily
obtain the inequality (44) holds for all (a;b) 6= (0;0). The proof is thus complete. 2
4 Conclusions
In this thesis, we consider the merit function 	;;p and improve some of the results in [1]
to a more general situation. We consider Lemma 3.3 very important in that Proposition
3.1. We also trust that Proposition 3.2 can obtain some further consequences.
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